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About This Game

To play, simply search the rooms for the flaw, when found click to continue to the next, tougher problem.

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Controls:

Left click to select objects

Right click or Arrow keys to move the camera

Scroll to zoom.

Best played in full screen (F1 on desktop)

Quit game with ESC

..............................................................................................................................................................................

Stuck in an endless loop, you begin to lose touch with your reality. Is your mind playing tricks on you? Or is it this place?

If you can break the cycle maybe you can find freedom.
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..............................................................................................................................................................................

Fidelity is a reality bending puzzle game where you must break free from your loop by finding all the flaws in your
surroundings.

With progressively difficult stages and a random selection system, no two playthroughs will be the same.

..............................................................................................................................................................................
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Title: Fidelity
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Megamini009
Publisher:
Megamini009
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2Ghz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: On board chipset

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: --

English
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I'm a bit surprised people are giving this such positive reviews, even with it being only a dollar. To get out of the room I had to
spend quite a while figuring out that I had to stick my hand inside one of the black "doors" with no features, I just moved my
controller in there for a minute until finally it let me out.

Once out, we see a station that looks like a poorly modeled toy. And an Earth that's spinning much too fast, as it should take an
hour and a half to rotate once, at the elevation of the ISS. The clouds aren't even in the atmosphere they're in space.

I wouldn't even have said anything as it's fine if people upload their amateurish creations, but since so many are giving it a
thumbs up I had to give my own view. I was hoping for a nice calming view of our planet but I don't think you can enjoy this if
you know better.. pretty shtty for head start, since you will need to be at lvl 11 to use that camo, but still i think its worth of
discounted price. wouldn't ever bought that with full price to be honest. Will help you for sure if you are starting the game, but
the full help will come later. (i think, since i am not in that 11 yet), will update if the camo is disappointment.. Fast as damn,
gotta finish those challenges.
Grab a RedBull & Play!
100% Recommended. I love Dark Souls 2. Sure, it may not be the best out of the series, but it is still a very good and fun game.
Plenty of content, great co-op, lots of opportunities to experiment with various types of weapons and armour, fun combat even
if it is a little bit clunky, fun boss fights and plenty of NPC's who invade and want to partake in Jolly Co-Operation! Which i
honestly think that FromSoftware did a great job with.

Dark Souls 2 is a good game, sometimes it gets made to sound so much worse than what it actually is, ignore that and judge the
game based on your experience. Buy it now while it's on sale! The replay value this game has for me is fantastic, coming from
many hours from the PS4 to now being on PC and only finishing it once and I plan to keep playing this for many more hours. I
really do recommend this game as it is still very good and is a must play for any FromSoftware fan.

My rating:
10\/10 Smooth & Silky Stones :). The Naked Game is quite cool and also not cool.
But it's definitely worth the money, at least for the graphics and atmosphere. I've personaly never played a twinstick shooter
before, so I had no idea what this would be like.
However thanks to Nerd\u00b3 who made a video recommending it I gave it a look, bought it for half the price thanks to the
sale at the time and can happely report that I would have been A okay with the pricing as is and that this game is absolutely
AWESOME!

I love the simplicity and dificulty of it, and its an interresting combo, clicker + twinstick shooter!
So yeah defenetly recommend it to any one who like twinstick shooters or people who are up for something special!. One of the
best reasons to get a wheel and dive into the sim racing scene, or just dig up the old wheel from the attic\/garage\/whatever and
have a spin.
The steep learning curve serves the purpose of magnifying the sense of satisfaction and completion when you achieve a killer
lap time or nail the perfect curve through a chicane.

9.5\/10. I bought this during the Steam Summer Sale 2017 and thought I was getting a great bargain at 80% off. The game looks
incredibly fun, and I was hoping to add the 100k zombies killed achievement to my profile after some time.

But after loading the game itself, it crashes every single time I try to launch it and play.

Come to find out, the Devs have abandoned it a long time ago. Yet it's still being sold to unsuspecting suckers like me :(

Stay away from this broken, abandoned game.. Quit streaming the game, take your notes to fix the bugs and update the game.
  No, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that, we're streaming all the time and those who judge, or criticize are idiots and our fans will
silence them!

  I nearly explored all around the island and fought many robots solo before and after update, and I'm very, very tired of the
same loop of gameplay, dissapearing ammunition, bugged quests (if you relog you're screwed), robots clipping through ground,
objects clipping through the ground and not fitting with the world, no options for graphical control like blur or occlusion
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without RESHADE, this is clearly early access. Price for this game is bad, its not worth that price at all.

 Was the Closed BETA just like this? At least No Man's Sky made a comeback, how about you developers do that instead of
staying quiet? Managers clearly dont know what they're doing if streaming constantly instead of taking notes and making sure
devs are fixing things up.
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I playe almost all simulators for last 20 years.I trie even this arcades like sims.I buy this game to enjoy some fun.But i go throgh
two campaign and didnt enjoy it.Very boring story,women teller was absolutely iritating. Shooting in game is good,but i dont
like mission where yuo have some time limit.Its very stressfull,sometime its really hard to shoot ground targets,even you try
fully :)
No i dont recommend this game.... I've been playing this game for a long long time and it got me hooked. I Finished the entire
game in about 12 hours, so the gameplay time is awesome for a VR shooter.
Vindicta got a lot of potentials, and a lot to offer.
Different kind of enemies as you progress and new weapons as well.
The missions are pretty basic and straight forward to break the gunning monotony, it seems to work fine with me.
Couple of things to fix that's for sure:
1. Between checkpoints time is long, i'd suggest to add more in between.
2. Couldn't nail all headshots (must be a bug or something).
3. Some of the enemies shoot at you from nowhere, pretty hard to spot them.

Overall Great experience, Thumbs up for the Devs.
I hope they update with fixes and more content..
Recommended.. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.... I bought this game hoping for a trip through the existential quandries
in my mind (from the description it seemed it would be just that). The problem is, the timing is so forced, and the game is so
disjointed and random that the message can be totally lost. I really, really want to like it, but there's just nothing in it that leads
you down the path I was hoping to find myself on, and that's a really unfortunate let down.... I found the visual glitches to be
quite distracting to gameplay. It is an ok game otherwise.. i play this game and its just 40 song listed, realy??? im very
dissapointed. Simple and quick, yet always fun to play.. It's a Spiderweb game! Buy it! These are fantastic RPGs!
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